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A COMPARISON OF THE MERGER
AND ACQUISITION PROVISIONS OF
PRESENT LAW WITH THE
PROVISIONS IN THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE'S DRAFT
BILL
SAMUEL C. THOMPSON, JR.
MARTIN D. GINSBURG
Mr. Thompson presents a detailed comparison of the corporate
merger and acquisition provisions of present law with the changes
proposed by the Senate Finance Committee Staff Report (Septem-
ber 22, 1983) and the Draft Bill, prepared by the Senate Finance
Committee staff (dated December 20, 1983).
Under the proposals, corporations would be given much wider lat-
itude in determining, by way of an election procedure, the tax con-
sequences in an acquisition or merger. The elaborate and overlap-
ping definitional rules for acquisitive reorganizations in section 368
of the Code would be repealed.
Taxpayers would be permitted, as Mr. Thompson describes, to
select whether to take cost or carryover basis with respect to ac-
quired corporations on an entity-by-entity basis. Generally, corpora-
tions would recognize gain on distributions of appreciated property
if the transferee elects stepped-up basis. Aside from the policy im-
plications of these proposdd changes, several complex code provi-
sions, including section 341 (collapsible corporations) would no
longer be necessary.
Some tax experts, including Professor Ginsburg, have suggested
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that the draft bill still leaves taxpayers ample room for manuever-
ing, raising the spectre of further legislative modification of these
proposals. Professor Ginsburg describes in great detail, with the use
of complicated examples, the effects of such changes.
Professor Ginsburg's provocative paper attempts to illustrate how
the changes proposed by the SFC Report do not resolve many of the
more sophisticated problems generated by use of multiple corpora-
tions and selective acquisitions of some of the target's assets or
stocks. The rules, he states, work well in the unreal world of one
corporation operating one business, but not in the real world of
multiple commonly controlled entities. He provides several exam-
ples of corporations that operate through affiliates which may end
up with results not necessarily by the proposed changes and which
would, in Professor Ginsburg's opinion, "substitute for the present
flaky corporate tax world a different flaky tax world. . . substitut-
ing new complexity for old, suddenly more attractive, complexity!"
SPECIAL ToPics IN THE ACQUISITIONS
AREA
MARTIN D. GINSBURG*
I am a great believer in tax simplification. I have not noticed the
complete achievement of it as yet. The 1984 Tax Reform Act will of
course do much in that direction. Statements of this sort are what
pass for humor in academic circles.
Tax simplification and tax neutrality and all the other conven-
tional reasons for better tax legislation ought to have something to
do with the project on Subchapter C, and I would like to think that
in some serious respects they do. If you have fathomed completely
the rules Sam laid out, and I do not think anyone really has, but if
you go home and fathom them, I believe you will conclude this: If
the world were made up of corporations, all of which operate one
business each, own no extraneous assets, and surely have no subsidi-
aries, these rules can work in a very efficient and sensible fashion.
They are explicitly highly elective, that of course is not a change in
Subchapter C - Subchapter C today is virtually totally elective -
but with the exception of section 3381 we make the elections by
knowing how to do the deals, not by checking a box and mailing the
form in to the Internal Revenue Service (which Jerry Portney has
assured us will never read it anyway because the Service cannot keep
up with what it gets now). That I think suggests one of the great
defects of Subchapter C, and one of the reasons we ought to think
about legislating. It is that we operate two very different tax systems
through one set of Code provisions. Those who spend their lives in
this fantastic game literally can do almost anything. A client comes
* Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, Washington, D.C.; A.B.,
1953, Cornell University; J.D., 1958, Harvard Law School.
1. I.R.C. § 338 (1982).
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in and says "I want to do X or Y or Z." If X or Y or Z is not totally
off the page, and maybe sometimes if it is totally off the page, sure
you can do it. It is just figuring out how to do it. Perhaps that is
acceptable, if this is what you are willing to spend your life at; but if
you are a normal human being it is, to put it mildly, a difficult set of
provisions to operate under. So we have essentially one law for the
well-advised, and a quite different law, I think, for those who are not
well-advised and have the misfortune of receiving a notice of tax
audit.
The object of the exercise here is to rationalize the statute, to
come to reasonable results, and make those results reasonably availa-
ble to anyone who has decent counsel. These will not be results com-
prehensible by every high school graduate - that would be unlikely
and in any event to many of us depressing. But just that if you have
a decent lawyer or a decent accountant you ought to be able to get a
decent tax result if Congress had one in mind.
The rules Sam has laid out in summary form, the explicit provi-
sions of the Draft Bill, and the very fine report the staff of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee prepared toward the end of last year, all
seem to me to crumble a bit when we think about real companies.
Real companies operate more than one business; they may have divi-
sions, they may have subsidiaries, they may have a mixture. I think
a great deal more work really needs to be done here. One of the most
knowledgeable lawyers in our business is Jim Lewis. Last year, at
the ABA Tax Section Corporate Shareholder Relations Committee,
Jim said something I found very useful. Unless we end up with a
product that reaches comprehensible and sensible results without re-
gard to whether a corporation is operating through divisions, subsidi-
aries, or a combination, we have not done a very efficient or effective
or worthwhile job.
With all of that as prologue, let me test some of the proposed rules
using a few hypothetical cases.
TESTING THE PROPOSED RULES
Let's assume three businesses, all operated within one corporation
or corporate group on the selling side. I will call the three businesses
H, W, and Q. Each business has appreciated assets. H has a low
step-up cost in its assets. That is, even in the new world in which we
will trigger all kinds of gain with or without shareholder credit,
grandfathering, or what have you, the tax cost, the toll charge for
stepping up the basis of the H assets, is low compared to the present
value of the advantage of the step-up. W is exactly opposite. W's
assets are appreciated, but the cost of step-up, ordinary income re-
capture and so forth, is so high that only a lunatic would want to
step up asset basis. Finally, Q is a third business but one P, the ac-
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quiring company, is not going to acquire. Either P views the business
of Q as anathema or there is some perfectly wonderful legal reason
why P cannot possibly own it. Perhaps there is a liquor license or a
radio station license in Q and, in order to get the license changed, it
would take 43 years of normal bureaucratic process. Now, there are
a lot of different factual patterns we might explore if we had eight
hours, but I will try to keep it down to a couple.
The Hypothetical Models
Let me present those two. In one we have T, a corporation, run-
ning all three businesses as divisions: The H division, the W division,
and the Q division. In the other, with which I will start, T corpora-
tion is purely a holding company. It holds nothing but all of the
stock of H corporation, W corporation, and Q corporation. To make
life convenient, we will have three equal shareholders of T, unrelated
individuals, Messrs. A, B, and C. If you are making pictures, indi-
viduals as everybody knows are circles, and corporations are squares.
I will keep matters quite simple by having on the acquiring side
only one entity, P corporation. P is going to acquire the H operation,
and either make a stepped-up basis election or acquire the assets
with a stepped-up basis. P wishes to acquire the W business with a
carryover basis and avoid, as T also wishes to avoid, the costs of
step-up.
Background: The Effects of the Proposed Rules
Let me now recall a few things Sam told us so that you will un-
derstand again, more sharply focused, the rules we must apply in the
new world. First of all, to have a qualified asset acquisition, P must
acquire from a transferor corporation substantially all of its assets
measured in historic "C" reorganization terms but, we fondly be-
lieve, disregarding Elkhorn Coal.2 You can tailor to your heart's
content - move assets up, move assets down, sideways, or wherever
you want to move them.
The notion of a complete liquidation retains significance in the
new statutory scheme. It comes up in at least three places in the new
statute. First, if there has been a carryover basis transfer in ex-
change for something other than solely P's stock, either all cash or
boot, in the transaction, the only way that the transferor corporation
2. Elkhorn Coal Co. v. Helvering, 95 F.2d 732 (4th Cir. 1938), cert. denied, 305
U.S. 605 (1938).
can avoid recognizing capital gain on that cash, notes, whatever it
may be, is to distribute in a complete liquidation. If we are distribut-
ing up a chain of corporations, we have got to go all the way up to
where we finally get out of the chain. One complete liquidation after
another. Second, a corporation cannot recognize loss on the distribu-
tion of depreciated property unless it is a distribution in complete
liquidation. Finally, it doesn't say so in the Draft Bill but it surely
must eventuate that if a corporation distributes in complete liquida-
tion the stock of a subsidiary, whether or not the distribution quali-
fies under section 355,3 that distribution should not trigger gain to
the distributing company measured by the appreciated value of the
stock of the subsidiary. The reason of course is to avoid a senseless
doubling or trebling of tax. The assets of the subsidiary, after all,
retain a low historic basis. We haven't stepped up the basis of those
assets and it would be cruel to tax the distributing company on stock
appreciation gain in that case.
Complete liquidation is a familiar term in the tax law, because we
have all lived a long time with section 337.4 But as you know, section
337 brings with it the Telephone Answering Service case, TasCo.5
As you remember, in TasCo a corporation sold some of its assets,
specifically stock of one subsidiary, and had assets left. Part of what
it had left was a division worth 15% of the total value of the com-
pany. The corporation dropped its 15% division into Newco, a new
subsidiary, and then liquidated, distributing out the cash received on
the sale, the stock of an old and cold subsidiary, and the stock of
Newco. The Government said it was not a complete liquidation.
Judge Tannenwald agreed and therefore held that section 337 did
not apply. Judge Tannenwald also pointed out that if Newco had
been Oldco, if the 15% had always been in a subsidiary, then the
liquidation of the parent, a pure holding company, would have quali-
fied under section 337. It would have qualified because it would have
been a complete liquidation. You now see where we are going. As far
as I can tell, TasCo will remain part of the tax law when we enact
the legislation now contemplated - perhaps three weeks from
Thursday next given the usual inadequate time for the legislative
process in th tax field these days.
Sam has pointed out that in an acquisitive transaction among
strangers "party to a reorganization" is no longer material. Now it's
something called "party to the acquisition," pretty much the same
except that on the acquiring company side you can have dozens and
dozens of parties to the acquisition. Everybody can take a little piece
3. I.R.C. § 355 (1982).
4. I.R.C. § 337 (1982).
5. Telephone Answering Service Co., Inc. v. Commissioner, 63 T.C. 423, a/fd,
546 F.2d 423 (4th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 914 (1977).
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if all are part of one affiliated group. But, you will have noticed, Sam
did not say anything about the target side, and that was quite right.
Only the target company, the one whose stock, or substantially all of
whose assets, is acquired is a party to the acquisition. This replicates
old law. Thus, if the target is a subsidiary of a holding company, and
the target is acquired in exchange solely for P stock, under the legis-
lative proposal there is no mechanism to distribute the P stock out to
the shareholders of the parent holding company tax free. Of course,
historically in Subchapter C you have been able to do nearly any-
thing. Not surprisingly, under new law you will repair to the same
sort of tax planning you employed in the past. It may be simple
planning, perhaps a little downstream merger in advance of the
transaction with P, but you will have to do something, just as in the
past.
Sam has explained the consistency rule and I will refer to it later,
but I will now offer just a word on how section 355 survives. It sur-
vives, apparently, with no change at all. That makes me think it sur-
vives heavily freighted with its awful history. Awful history, you re-
call, includes those 1970 rulings, 70-2256 and 70-434,7 which deal
with an attempted spin-off followed by an acquisitive reorganization.
The rulings tell us that if you drop down the unwanted assets, the
assets P does not want, and spin that new corporation off, following
which P acquires the now slimmed down target, the tax conse-
quences may be entirely palatable. But if you drop down the wanted
assets, spin off the new subsidiary, and then have that new corpora-
tion acquired by P in what you fondly thought was a tax-free reor-
ganization, the penalty is to lop off the left leg of the taxpayer. The
penalty consists of, among other things, gain recognized to the dis-
tributing corporation, lots of new earnings and profits, and dividend
to its shareholders. On a very good day, with interest and penalties,
the overall tax rate may exceed 100%.
Case 1: The Holding Company
That is the background. Now let us explore these transactions fur-
ther. In the first case, T is purely a holding company with three fine
subsidiaries owned a long time. What P is going to do is acquire all
of the stock of H corporation, and all of the stock of W corporation,
in qualified stock acquisitions for some mix of consideration or other.
6. Rev. Rul. 70-225, 1970-1 C.B. 80.
7. Rev. Rul. 70-434, 1970-2 C.B. 83.
P intends to make a stepped-up basis election for H but not for W.
Can it do so? Absolutely. The consistency requirement which en-
cumbers section 338 will be much narrower in the new law, as Sam
explained, and will not apply to this case. Why not? Because these
are two old and cold subsidiaries.
What happens to the selling parent corporation, T, and its share-
holders? Assume first that all we have is P stock coming over. There
will be no tax to T, it is functioning in this transaction as stockholder
and stockholders who only receive stock in qualified stock acquisi-
tions do not incur any tax. Unfortunately, as I suggested before, if
the intent is to get that P stock out to T's shareholders, Messrs. A,
B, and C, something terrible has been done. Those individuals can-
not now receive the P stock tax free in the transaction as described.
They required, I suppose, a little bit better tax advice at the front
end.
Suppose this were a transaction in which, instead of P stock, we go
the other way. It is entirely for cash.
Q: [From Mr. Thompson] Excuse me Marty, are you suggesting
that we should be able to get the stock out ....
A: No, I am going to suggest that in the end this will not be the
relevant inquiry. Of course they can. It's just a question of how you
do the transaction. We are still in Subchapter C. Congress may
change all the numbers of the sections, but will not change the sub-
chapter designation. In Subchapter C you can do almost anything.
In the future as in the past, it is not a question of whether but a
question of how.
Q: [Thompson] But are you suggesting then that you ought to
amend the section 355 spin-off provision to not allow a spin-off in
conjunction with an acquisition?
Well, you see, he is so far ahead of me, isn't he, in focusing the
issues? Of course section 355 is implicated, and since you have di-
rected me there I will try to make the trip. What might have been
done is this. Messrs. A, B, and C might have held a meeting of the
stockholders of T and decided that the time had come to liquidate T.
Now under section 355, that liquidation ought to qualify as a split-
up and A, B, and C ought to receive tax free, either proportionately
or disproportionately, the stock of H, W, and Q. After which, I sup-
pose, they will give the most serious consideration, and ultimately a
separate stockholder vote (for those of you who remember the rul-
ing), to doing a deal with P for P stock. Those of you who have
doubts might consult a fantastic published ruling," a public T with
an old and cold subsidiary, in which in 1975 the Service said that so
long as it was an old and cold subsidiary, and a public parent com-
8. Rev. Rul. 75-406, 1975-2 C.B. 125.
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pany whose shareholders voted on the distribution and then got to-
gether a few days later and had a second shareholder's meeting - thi-
s time as the shareholders of the former subsidiary - and voted in
favor of the merger, that was okay under section 355, quantitatively
and qualitatively different from anything the Service had ruled on in
1970. Along the same line of "old and cold is better," consider the
decision handed down, a few years prior to the 1975 ruling, in King
v. Commissioner.9 Would I change any of this? I would simplify by
dropping the two votes and by expanding the permission. What is
acceptably tax free when a subsidiary is old and cold should be no
less so when the subsidiary is new and brash. So long as all operating
assets remain in corporate solution, P's acquisition for P stock should
not require gain be recognized by shareholders who receive solely P
stock.
Let me now turn to the cash transaction. If T is going to receive
only cash for the stock of H and W, here is what happens. Because P
is going to make for H corporation a stepped-up basis election under
the new world's old section 338, the statute tells us, logically I think,
that there will be no tax to T on the sale of the stock of H. The
reason, essentially, is that there has been a full tax on the H assets
and that is deemed to be enough. It is the same thing you would
have had if H had sold its assets for cash, paid tax, and distributed
the cash balance up to T in a section 33210 liquidation. So, our prob-
lem comes down to W stock because there has been no stepped-up
basis election for W and the proposed statute tells us that T must
pay capital gain tax on that W stock sale. But T can avoid this gain
if T completely liquidates. That is, if T will completely liquidate,
distributing all its assets out, in this case the cash received on the
sale of H stock, the cash received on the sale of W stock, and the
stock of Q which is the only historic asset T has left, then T will not
have any corporate-level tax to pay on this transaction. Now, how-
ever, the shareholders of T will pay capital gain tax measured, it
would appear, by the entire amount of cash received plus the value
of the Q stock. The shareholders may consider this perfectly satisfac-
tory. On the other hand, they may not really like paying tax with
respect to the Q stock. They may feel paying a single capital gains
tax with respect to the value of H and W only is not a bad deal.
9. 458 F.2d 245 (6th Cir. 1972) (unlike Rev. Rul. 75-406, King involved a closely
held corporation, a class to which the Service has not yet extended its favorable pub-
lished ruling).
10. I.R.C. § 332 (1982).
They will come around and ask, is there some way we can avoid
paying tax currently on the value of the Q stock. I suppose the an-
swer is going to be "yes," although the Draft Bill does not tell us so.
The Draft Bill tells us that sections 333, 336, 337, and 338 are re-
pealed." But what about section 453?12 Or, more explicitly what
about section 453(h)? It awards installment treatment on purchaser
notes received by a selling corporation in a section 337 transaction
when those notes are distributed up to the shareholders. Assuming
that section 453(h) will survive into the new world, then I suppose it
is a piece of cake, is it not? What will happen is that the sharehold-
ers of T will get together, find a couple of adult children, and set up
a partnership made up, I assume, 79% of former T stockholders and
21% adult children. That partnership will then purchase from T all of
the stock of Q for a fifteen-year installment note, following which T
will liquidate. In the result, T's shareholders will be taxed on the
cash and will get installment treatment on the note. Now, that is not
bad at all. Piggy if you like. Of course, it's not perfect. The one sad
thing about the installment method is you do not get a stepped-up
basis for the note when you die. The entire arrangement becomes a
complicated repeal of section 1014(a) 13 solely with respect to the
stock of Q corporation. Otherwise, not a bad deal at all.
I assume, by the way, that in the fullness of time the partners,
tiring of owing money on a note while they hold the stock of Q cor-
poration which is earning money, may decide to create a new corpo-
ration and in a section 3511' transaction transfer to it the stock of Q
subject to the acquisition indebtedness. If they deal carefully with
section 304,15 the result will be to put the debt and the interest ex-
pense together with the assets inside a corporate group composed of
Newco and Q. Then they will look at this whole affair in a positive
way indeed, because the interest payments received can be viewed as
deductible dividends. It is nice to enact corporate-shareholder inte-
gration every once in a while.
That discussion takes me to what happens if there is received in
this messy deal P notes. The answer ought to be, if section 453 works
for notes you get from a related partnership it certainly works for
notes that you get from an unrelated P.
What happens if you get mixed consideration? A package of P
stock, cash, P notes, and get it in each transaction. Well, again, with
respect to the sale of H stock, because there will be a stepped-up
asset basis election, there should be no tax problem for T. With re-
11. SFC Draft Bill § 111 (c).
12. I.R.C. § 453 (1982).
13. I.R.C. § 1014(a) (1982).
14. I.R.C. § 351 (1982).
15. I.R.C. § 304 (1982).
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spect to the W stock we have gain to T, limited to the boot, and
possible dividend treatment for that gain - but it will never turn
out to be a dividend under the Wright'6 case. Once again, then, we
have reason to liquidate T - to avoid T capital gain on the W stock
sale.
With more time, we would develop the holding company case fur-
ther, new world section 355 and so forth. For now, let us address
what will happen if T is operating through three divisions and has no
subsidiaries.
Case 2: One Company with Three Divisions
The first thing we know is that we can tailor and likely must. If P
acquires from T two of its three divisions, there is no qualified asset
acquisition and none of these new rules does anything good for us. It
is just a sale. It does not make any difference what consideration T
receives. All P stock is still a tax disaster. Sensibly, therefore, T will
drop down to new subsidiaries, new H and new W, the H and W
businesses. I would go whole hog and drop down at the same time
the Q business to new Q corporation. Now, what happens when P
acquires the stock of new H and new W and makes the stepped-up
basis election only for new H? Does the consistency requirement
come into play? After all, as Sam explained, we are in a new game
in which a consistency requirement will persist when P buys both a
corporate asset and the stock of that corporation within one year.
And Sam has told us this also is to be so if the asset has been newly
lodged in a subsidiary the stock of which P acquires.
You would think these rules have something to do with our exam-
ple case. But I believe you would be wrong. These rules seem to have
nothing to do with our case. Why? Well, you will notice what P did
not acquire. P did not acquire the stock of T. P acquired two new
companies, each of which owns a former division of T; P made one
election for one and no election for the other. I do not see how the
proposed statute applies to this case. This does not make me un-
happy, since I do not like the consistency requirement. And, after
all, if the requirement did apply to P in the example, think of the
dilemma: which election governs, the H step-up or the W stay-still?
That is P's side. What about T's tax results in the divisional oper-
ation case? Assume again that T drops down its three divisions to
three new subsidiaries and then sells the stock of two of them to P
16. Wright v. United States, 482 F.2d 600 (8th Cir. 1973).
for cash. If we want to avoid gain at the T corporate level, of course
the way to do it is to completely liquidate T. However, do we have a
complete liquidation of T where T creates three new subsidiaries,
sells off two, and then liquidates, distributing the cash proceeds plus
the stock of Q? That's TasCo all over again. Unless we're going to
change the law on TasCo, and there is no suggestion yet that we
will, this transaction cannot sensibly be done. There is no problem if
T historically operated through subsidiaries, but an awful and aw-
fully senseless tax problem if T historically operated through
divisions.
So what will we do if T has operated through divisions? I suppose
we repair to a scheme I suggested earlier - sell Q to a related part-
nership for a long-term installment note. Earlier, that suggestion was
advanced with an eye to aiding piggy people, folk looking to avoid
current recognition of gain at the shareholder level. Now, however,
the suggestion is advanced in aid of the good guys, folk trying to
obtain the corporate-level nonrecognition the new statute ought to
have furnished but failed to furnish.
CONCLUSION
In sum, where we are is where we always seem to end up. One tax
law for the well-advised. A different, substantially more oppressive,
tax law for those cursed with both inadequate tax counsel and a no-
tice of federal tax audit.
Without doubt, we could explore the differential tax treatment of
subsidiaries and divisions in the contemplated new Subchapter C
world through many more example cases over many more hours. But
the lesson seems clear enough. Unless we - the academics, the tax
Bar, the Treasury, but most importantly the Senate Finance Com-
mittee staff and the other congressional tax writing staffs - are pre-
pared to undertake at the threshold the very difficult task of develop-
ing rational, coherent rules that will eliminate, or at the least
drastically reduce, discontinuities of this sort, we are jointly engaged
in a doubtful project. We are not going to produce a better world.
We are going to substitute for the present flaky corporate tax world
a different flaky corporate tax world, to substitute new complexity
for old, suddenly more attractive, complexity.
Messrs. A, B, and C, you recall, were the unrelated shareholders
of T corporation. Faced with what the Draft Bill threatens, what
they might better have done was organize three separate corpora-
tions. Call them X, Y, and Z. Mr. A might have owned X, Mr. B
might have owned Y, and so forth, but more likely they would ar-
range partial cross-ownership of a careful sort, perhaps with various
children as participating shareholders. In all events, X, Y, and Z
would have organized a partnership and the partnership would have
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operated the three businesses we have denominated H, W, and Q. In
the fullness of time, the opportunity arises to sell the H business and
to sell the W business, both to P, with the Q business to be retained.
The partnership will dissolve. X will receive the H business, Y the W
business, and Z the Q business. Messrs. A, B, and C and their ex-
tended families will sell the stock of X and Y to P, recognizing capi-
tal gain on those sales, and will retain the stock of Z recognizing no
gain at all, current or deferred, on the Z stock and the Q business.
And no repeal of section 1014(a) either.
Do we really want to create a corporate tax law that drives people
toward this sort of nonsense?
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SECTION I: SCOPE
This paper compares the present law governing mergers and ac-
quisitions with the changes that have been proposed by the Staff of
the Senate Finance Committee. The proposed rules are set forth in
the September 22, 1983 Committee Print of the Staff of the Senate
Finance Committee entitled The Reform and Simplification of the
Income Taxation of Corporations (hereinafter referred to as SFC
Report).' The SFC Report is based on the American Law Institute's
proposals in Corporate Acquisitions and Dispositions which is set
forth in the Institute's Federal Income Tax Project, Subchapter C
(hereinafter referred to as ALI Report).'
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The principal source for the description here of the manner in
which the SFC Report would operate is the Senate Finance Commit-
tee's December 20, 1983 draft of a bill which contains the statutory
language that would implement the merger and acquisition provi-
sions of the SFC Report (this draft is hereinafter referred to as SFC
Draft Bill).3
This paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with (1) the
current definition of the term "reorganization," and (2) the proposed
revision of the term "reorganization" and the proposed addition of
the terms Qualified Stock Acquisition (QSA) and Qualified Asset
Acquisition (QAA). Section III deals with (1) the current treatment
of the taxpayers who participate in a reorganization, i.e., the target's
shareholders, the target, the acquiring corporation and any subsidi-
aries of the acquiring corporation, and (2) the proposed treatment of
taxpayers who participate in a "reorganization," as such term is de-
fined in the SFC Draft Bill, and in a QSA or a QAA. Section IV
deals with (1) regular liquidations (i.e., liquidations not involving a
sale by the corporation of its assets) under current law, and (2) regu-
lar liquidations under the SFC Report. Section V deals with (1) sec-
tion 337 sales and liquidations under present law, and (2) the ana-
logue to the section 337 transaction under the SFC Report (i.e., the
QAA). Section VI deals with (1) stock purchases and the section
338 elective step-up in basis under current law, and (2) the analogue
to section 338 under the SFC Report (i.e., the QSA).
SECTION II: CURRENT AND PROPOSED DEFINITION OF
REORGANIZATION AND QAA AND QSA4
The Current Definition of "'Reorganization"
In General
The term "reorganization" is defined in section 368(a)(1) as (1) a
statutory merger or consolidation (the (A));5 (2) a stock for stock
acquisition (the (B));6 (3) a stock for asset acquisition (the (C)); 7
(4) a split-up of a single corporation into two or more corporations
3. The SFC Draft Bill was reported as Document 84-186 in TAX NOTES Jan. 9,
1984.
References here to proposed sections are references to provisions of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954 (the "Code"), as proposed to be amended by the SFC Draft Bill.
References to conforming amendments to provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 are references to SFC Draft Bill sections.
4. The sections of this Article dealing with the current law are based on portions
of S. THOMPSON, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BUSINESS
TRANSACTIONS (1980).
5. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(A) (1982).
6. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(B) (1982).
7. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(C) (1982).
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(the (D));' (5) a recapitalization (the (E));' (6) a mere change in
form (the (F)); 10 and (7) a bankruptcy or insolvency reorganization
(the (G)). 11
Section 368(a)(2) provides special rules relating to the reorganiza-
tion defined in section 368(a)(1). Section 368 says nothing about the
treatment of the taxpayers involved in a reorganization; it merely
describes transactions that are reorganizations. The tax treatment to
the various taxpayers is discussed in Section III below.
In general, in a reorganization where only stock of the acquiring
corporation is issued, all of the taxpayers (i.e., the target, the tar-
get's shareholders and the acquiring corporation) have nonrecogni-
tion treatment.
Current Continuity of Interest, Continuity of Business
Enterprise and Business Purpose Requirements
Basically, reorganization transactions are shifts in corporate own-
ership in which the exchanging stockholder or security holder has a
continuing interest in the corporation and has not merely been
cashed out. For example, an acquiring corporation may acquire the
stock of a target corporation by issuing its own stock to the target's
shareholders. The target's former shareholders then have a continu-
ing interest in the target, even though the direct ownership of the
target has passed to the acquiring corporation. As will be seen below,
the (B), (C), and the triangular reorganization under section
368(a)(2)(E) have statutorily mandated continuity of interest re-
quirements. Further, courts have imposed a continuity of interest
requirement.' 2
The courts and the Internal Revenue Service (the Service) have
also developed a continuity of business enterprise requirement, which
in essence requires the acquiring corporation to continue the target's
historical business. 13 Furthermore, there is a business purpose
requirement. 14
8. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(D) (1982).
9. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(E) (1982).
10. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(F) (1982).
11. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(G) (1982).
12. See e.g., Helvering v. Minnesota Tea Co., 296 U.S. 378 (1935) (stock interest
received must be "definite and material" and a "substantial part of the value of the thing
transferred").
13. See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 1.368-1(d), T.D. 7745, 45 Fed. Reg. 86,437 (1980).
14. See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 1.368-1(b), T.D. 7745, 45 Fed. Reg. 86,437 (1980);
Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 465 (1935).
Current Types of Reorganizations
The (A) Merger Under Current Law
Treasury Regulation section 1.368-2(b)(1) provides that in order
to qualify as an (A) reorganization the merger or consolidation must
be "effected pursuant to the corporation laws of the United States or
a State or territory, or the District of Columbia."'u Although the
statute does not refer to the type of consideration the target's share-
holders must receive, courts have held that the shareholders must
receive a "continuity of interest" in the acquiring corporation (i.e., a
substantial stock interest). The Service's ruling position is that in
order to satisfy the continuity of interest requirement in an (A) reor-
ganization, the target's shareholders must receive a continuing inter-
est through stock ownership in the acquiring corporation which is
"equal in value . . . to at least 50 percent" of all of the formerly
outstanding stock of the target."6
The Straight and Triangular (B) Stock for Stock
Exchange Under Current Law
In a (B) reorganization, the acquiring corporation issues "solely"
its voting stock or "solely" the voting stock of its parent for stock of
the target corporation amounting to "control" thereof. "Control" is
defined in section 368(c)(1) as "80 percent of the total combined
voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote and at least 80
percent of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of
the corporation." Transactions in which the consideration paid by
the acquiring corporation is the voting stock of its parent corporation
are generally known as triangular reorganizations. There are a vari-
ety of types of triangular reorganizations. In the following discus-
sion, the term "Acquiring Subsidiary" refers to a subsidiary corpora-
tion that uses its parent's stock in making an acquisition. The parent
is referred to as the "Acquiring Parent."
The Straight and Triangular (C) Stock for Assets
Acquisition Under Current Law
In a (C) reorganization, the acquiring corporation exchanges
"solely" its voting stock or "solely" the voting stock of its parent for
"substantially all of the properties" of the target corporation. The
target corporation's liabilities are ignored in determining whether
the transaction is "solely" for voting stock. The Tax Reform Act of
1984 added the requirement that the target corporation distribute
"the stock, securities, and other properties it receives, as well as its
15. Treas. Reg. § 31.368-2(b)(1), T.D. 7422, 41 Fed. Reg. 26,570 (1976).
16. Rev. Proc. 77-37 § 3.02, 1977-2 C.B. 568.
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other properties, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization."' 17 The
Secretary may waive this distribution requirement subject to any
condition he may prescribe.18
The solely for voting stock requirement in a stock for asset (C)
reorganization may be "relaxed" by section 368(a)(2)(B), which
provides that 20% of the consideration paid by the acquiring corpo-
ration can be cash or other property (boot). In determining the
amount of boot that can be utilized, liabilities of the target taken
over by the acquiring corporation are counted as boot. The rule of
section 368(a)(2)(B) is known in tax parlance as the "boot relaxa-
tion rule."
The Section 368(a)(2)(C) Over and Down Acquisition
Under Current Law
Section 368(a)(2)(C) provides that in (A), (B), (C) and (G) reor-
ganizations, the stock or assets acquired by the acquiring corporation
may be dropped down into a subsidiary of the acquiring corporation
without disqualifying the transaction as a reorganization. In the ab-
sence of this provision, the transaction could not qualify as a reor-
ganization because the continuity of interest would be too remote.19
These types of transactions are sometimes referred to as "over and
down" reorganizations. The "over" portion of the transactions is
taxed in accordance with the principles discussed below; the "down"
portion is a section 35120 transaction (i.e., a tax-free transfer to a
controlled corporation).
The Section 368(a)(2)(D) Forward Subsidiary Merger
Under Current Law
Section 368(a)(2)(D) provides that a merger of a target corpora-
tion into an Acquiring Subsidiary may qualify as an (A) reorganiza-
tion provided (1) the Acquiring Subsidiary acquires in exchange for
stock of the Acquiring Parent "substantially all" of the properties of
the target, (2) the transaction would have been a merger if it had
been made directly between the Acquiring Parent and the target,
17. I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(G)(i), added by Tax Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-
369, § 363, 98 Stat. 494, 583 (1984).
18. I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(G)(ii), added by Tax Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No.
98-369, § 363, 98 Stat. 494, 583 (1984).
19. See Groman v. Commissioner, 302 U.S. 82 (1937); Helvering v. Bashford,
302 U.S. 454 (1938).
20. I.R.C. § 351 (1982).
and (3) no stock of the Acquiring Subsidiary is used in the transac-
tion. In providing for triangular mergers, section 368(a)(2)(D) ex-
pands the (A) reorganization in the same way the parenthetical
clauses in both (B) and (C) expand those reorganizations to include
triangular acquisitions. A transaction that comes within section
368(a)(2)(D) is sometimes referred to as a "forward subsidiary
merger."
The Section 368(a)(2)(E) Reverse Subsidiary Merger
UnderCurrent Law
Section 368(a)(2)(E) provides that a merger of an Acquiring Sub-
sidiary into a target corporation may qualify as an (A) reorganiza-
tion if (1) after the merger the target corporation holds "substan-
tially all of its properties and [substantially all] of the properties of
the merged [Acquiring Subsidiary] corporation, (other than stock of
the [Acquiring Parent] distributed in the transaction)," and (2) the
former shareholders of the target exchange stock of the target
amounting to control for voting stock of the Acquiring Parent. This
transaction is sometimes referred to as a "reverse subsidiary
merger."
Summary of Current Acquisitive Reorganizations
Each of the above types of transactions is acquisitive in nature;
one corporation acquires either the stock or assets of another corpo-
ration. In summary, there are eight basic types of acquisitive reorga-
nizations: (1) a straight merger between a target and an acquiror;21
(2) a forward subsidiary merger of a target into an Acquiring Sub-
sidiary;22 (3) a reverse subsidiary merger of an Acquiring Subsidiary
into a target;2 3 (4) a straight stock for stock acquisition;24 (5) a tri-
angular stock for stock acquisition;25 (6) a straight stock for asset
acquisition;26 (7) a triangular stock for asset acquisition;27 and (8)
an acquisition followed by a drop down into a subsidiary.28
21. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(A) (1982).
22. I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(D) (1982).
23. I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(E) (1982).
24. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(B) (1982).
25. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(B) (1982).
26. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(C) (1982).
27. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(C) (1982).
28. I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(C) (1982).
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The Current (D) Reorganization
In General
In a (D) reorganization, a corporation (the "distributing corpora-
tion") transfers all or part of its assets to another corporation (the
"controlled corporation"), and immediately after the transfer, the
distributing corporation or its shareholders or a combination thereof
are in control of the controlled corporation. The distribution by the
distributing corporation to its shareholders of stock or securities of
the controlled corporation must qualify under section 354,29 355,0 or
356.31
The Current Nondivisive (D) Under Section 354(b)
The (D) reorganization contemplated by section 354(b) is a trans-
action in which the distributing corporation (1) transfers "substan-
tially all" of its assets to a corporation that is "controlled" by the
distributing corporation or by one or more of its shareholders or any
combination thereof, and (2) distributes pursuant to the plan of reor-
ganization the stock or securities and other property received as well
as its other properties. Thus, the distributing corporation is stripped
of its assets and liquidated. This type of transaction is known as a
nondivisive (D) reorganization. The Tax Reform Act of 1984
amends the definition of control for purposes of the nondivisive (D)
to mean, in essence, 50% rather than 80% of the stock, and the sec-
tion 318 attribution rules apply in determining whether the 50% test
is met.32
The Current Divisive (D)
Section 355 encompasses divisive (D) reorganizations in which
there is a break-up of a corporation into two or more corporations as
well as distributions of the stock of existing subsidiaries. If a trans-
action qualifies under section 355, the shareholders receive nonrecog-
nition treatment on the distribution.
A (D) spin-off transaction may take place prior to and in prepara-
tion for an acquisitive reorganization.33
29. I.R.C. § 354 (1982).
30. I.R.C. § 355 (1982).
31. I.R.C. § 356 (1982).
32. I.R.C. § 368(c)(2), added by Tax Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, §
364, 98 Stat. 494, 584 (1984).
33. See, e.g., Commissioner v. Morris Trust, 367 F.2d 794 (4th Cir. 1966).
The Current (E) Recapitalization
The (E) reorganization is a recapitalization of a corporation; that
is, a restructuring of the capital of a single corporation. For example,
if the shareholders of a corporation exchange their common stock for
new common stock, the transaction may constitute a
recapitalization.3 4
The (E) generally will not be of any significance in an acquisitive
reorganization. If, however, a corporation sells its assets to a com-
monly controlled sister corporation and then liquidates, the Service
may view the transaction as both an (E) and (F).35 If the transaction
is so viewed, any cash or property received on the liquidation may be
treated as a taxable dividend.
The Current (F) Mere Change in Form
The (F) reorganization is a "mere change in identity, form, orplace of organization of one corporation, however effected." For in-
stance, a New York corporation reincorporates in Virginia. Under
section 381(b)(3), 36 post-reorganization net operating losses can be
carried back to a former corporation only in an (F).
The Current (G) Bankruptcy Reorganization
Under section 368(a)(1)(G), a transfer by one corporation of all
or part of its assets to another corporation in a bankruptcy or similar
case will qualify as a reorganization provided that stock or securities
of the corporation to which the assets are transferred are distributed
in a transaction that qualifies under sections 354, 355 or 356.
Among the ways in which a (G) reorganization can be effectuated
are the over and down triangular reorganization under section
368(a)(2)(C), the forward triangular merger under section
368(a)(2)(D), and the reverse triangular merger under section368(a)(2)(E). Special rules relating to (G) reorganizations are set
out in section 368(a)(3).
The Current Investment Company Provision
Section 368(a)(2)(F) sets forth certain additional requirements
concerning mergers of investment companies. Basically under this
provision, a merger between investment companies may be treated as
a taxable acquisition.
34. See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 1.368-2(e), T. D. 7422, 41 Fed. Reg. 26,570 (1976).35. See Rev. Rul. 61-156, 1961-2 C.B. 62.
36. I.R.C. § 381(b)(3) (1982).
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Proposed Revision of Reorganization Concept
Proposed Definition of "Reorganization," "Control" and "Party
to a Reorganization"
The SFC Report would amend section 368(a)(1) to include within
the definition of reorganization only (1) a transfer of part or all of
the assets of a corporation to another corporation (the Proposed
(D));3 7 (2) a recapitalization (the Proposed (E)); 3s (3) a mere
change in form (the Proposed (F)); 39 and (4) a bankruptcy or insol-
vency reorganization (the Proposed (G)).40
Rules relating to bankruptcy and insolvency reorganizations simi-
lar to the rules of the current section 368(a)(3) are set out in pro-
posed section 368(b), and rules similar to the investment company
rules of current section 368(a)(2)(F) are set out in proposed section
368(e).
The requirements for the Proposed (D) are essentially the same as
the requirements for the current (D). However, the definition of
"control" under the proposed divisive (D) is 80% of the total number
of shares of each class except nonvoting limited preferred,41 rather
than the current control definition in section 368(c), which is 80% of
the total combined voting power of all classes entitled to vote and at
least 80% of the total number of shares of all other classes.
The proposed nondivisive (D) would have a 50% test rather than
an 80% test and section 318 would apply for purposes of determining
whether the 50% test was satisfied. 4 Thus, this proposed control test
is the same as that which applies to the current nondivisive (D) as a
result of the amendment made by the Tax Reform Act of 1984. The
Proposed (E) and (F) are the same as the current (E) and (F). The
current eight forms of acquisitive reorganization set out above,
would be stripped from the definition of reorganization. The term
"party to a reorganization," which is determinative of the tax treat-
ment to the parties, is defined to include (1) a party resulting from
the reorganization, and (2) both corporations where there is a reor-
ganization resulting from the acquisition of stock or assets.43
37. Proposed § 368(a)(1).
38. Proposed § 368(a)(2).
39. Proposed § 368(a)(3).
40. Proposed § 368(a)(4).
41. Proposed § 368(d)(1).
42. Proposed § 368(d)(2).
43. Proposed § 368(c).
Proposed Definition of QSA and QAA
The proposed definitions of QSA and QAA replace the eight
forms of acquisitive reorganizations under current law and also re-
place sections 33744 and 33845 of current law.
Definition of QSA
A QSA is defined as "any transaction or series of transactions
during the 12-month acquisition period in which stock representing
control of 1 corporation is acquired by another corporation. 46 A
transaction can qualify as a QSA without respect to the nature of
consideration paid. The "12-month acquisition period" is the twelve-
month period beginning with the date of the first acquisition of stock
included in the acquisition. 47 "Acquisition date" means the first day
on which there is a QSA.48 "Control" is defined as at least 80% of
the total number of shares of each class of stock other than nonvot-
ing stock which is limited and preferred as to dividends.49
A reverse merger of a target into a direct or indirect subsidiary of
the acquiring corporation where the target's shareholders exchange
stock of the target amounting to control thereof is treated as a
QSA.50 Also, as a result of making a QSA or QAA with respect to
the target, the acquiring corporation is deemed to have made a QSA
with respect to each controlled subsidiary of the target.51 Thus a
QAA with respect to the target will be a QSA with respect to any
direct or indirect subsidiary of the target.52
A straight QSA is essentially the same as the straight (B) under
current law, without the solely for voting stock requirement and with
a codification of the twelve-month acquisition period which is set out
in Treasury Regulation section 1.368-2(c). 3
Definition of QAA
A QAA is defined as (1) any statutory merger or consolidation,
and (2) any transaction in which an acquiring corporation acquires
at least 90% of the gross fair market value (FMV) and at least 70%
of the net FMV of the target's assets held "immediately before" the
44. I.R.C. § 337 (1982).
45. I.R.C. § 338 (1982).
46. Proposed § 391(a).
47. Proposed § 393(a)(1).
48. Proposed § 393(a)(2).
49. Proposed § 393(c).
50. Proposed § 391(d).
51. Proposed § 391(c).
52. Proposed § 391(c)(2).
53. T.D. 7422, 41 Fed. Reg. 26,570 (1976).
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transaction.54 The statutory merger or consolidation part is the same
as the current straight (A). The acquisition of assets part is the same
as the straight (C), without the solely for voting stock requirement
and the boot relaxation rules of current law, and with a codification
of the Service's current ruling policy that "substantially all" means
90% of gross and 70% of net assets. 5 As is the case with a QSA, a
transaction can qualify as a QAA without respect to the nature of
the consideration.
No Continuity of Interest or Business Enterprise
Requirement and No Business Purpose Requirements
Since there are no restrictions on the type of consideration that
can be paid in a QSA or a QAA, there is no continuity of interest
requirement. Also there is no continuity of business enterprise re-
quirement or business purpose requirement for a QSA or QAA.56
Proposed Multi-corporate QSAs and QAAs
The triangular provisions of current law are in essence codified
and broadened by providing that stock or assets of the target may be
acquired by any corporation that is an affiliate of the acquiring cor-
poration. The proposed statute says that except as provided in the
regulations, an acquisition of a target's stock or assets by more than
one member of the acquiring corporation's affiliated group is to be
treated as made by the acquiring corporation.57 Thus, for purposes of
determining whether a QSA or QAA has taken place, the acquiring
corporation is deemed to have acquired any of the target's stock or
assets that are acquired by an affiliate of the acquiring corporation.
In general, the acquiring corporation is defined as the corporation
that makes a QSA or a QAA.58 However, where a target's assets are
acquired by multiple corporations, the acquiring corporation is de-
fined as the highest corporation in an "includable chain of corpora-
tions," provided the target's stock or assets are acquired only by cor-
porations in such includable chain, or in any other case by the
lowest-level common parent of the acquiring corporations. 59 The
term "chain of includable corporations" means any corporation that
54. Proposed § 391(b).
55. Rev. Proc. 77-37 § 3.011, 1977-2 C.B. 568.
56. SFC REPORT, supra note 1, at 59.
57. Proposed § 393(a)(7).
58. Proposed § 393(b)(1)(A).
59. Proposed § 393(b)(1)(B).
is in a chain of corporations for purposes of section 1504(a) or is the
common parent with respect to the chain.6 0
The result of the above provisions is to permit the target's assets
or stock to be acquired or held by any corporation in a group of 80%
commonly controlled corporations that includes the acquiring corpo-
ration. As indicated above, a reverse merger of the target into a di-
rect or indirect subsidiary of the acquiring corporation where the
target's shareholders exchange stock of the target amounting to con-
trol is treated as a QSA.61
Proposed Definition of Party to the Acquisition
The term "party to the acquisition," which has significance in de-
termining the tax treatment of the taxpayers in a QSA and a QAA,
is defined to include the target corporation, the acquiring corporation
and any corporation that is in control of the acquiring corporation as
determined by applying the attribution rules of section 318(a) (with-
out regard to section 318(a)(3)(C) or (4)).62 As will be seen below in
the discussion of the tax treatment of the various parties, this defini-
tion of "party to the acquisition" in essence allows the target's share-
holders to receive nonrecognition treatment in a QSA or QAA on
receipt of the stock of the acquiring corporation or of any corpora-
tion that is in direct or indirect control of the acquiring corporation.
Thus, this definition together with the definition of the term acquir-
ing corporation, discussed above, have the effect of overriding the
Groman and Bashford cases. 3
SECTION III: CURRENT AND PROPOSED TAX TREATMENT OF
TAXPAYERS INVOLVED IN A REORGANIZATION, A QSA, OR A QAA
Current Tax Treatment of Target's Shareholders and Security
Holders
General Nonrecognition Rule of Current Law
Section 354(a)(1) gives the target's shareholders and security
holders nonrecognition treatment upon an exchange pursuant to a
"plan of reorganization" of stock or securities in such corporation for
stock or securities in another corporation that is a party to a reor-
ganization. The term "plan of reorganization" is not defined in the
statute; the regulations say, however, that the plan must be
"adopted" by each of the corporate parties thereto.64 The term
60. Proposed § 393(e).
61. Proposed § 391(d)(1).
62. Proposed § 393(d).
63. See supra text accompanying note 19.
64. Treas. Reg. § 1.368-3(a), T.D. 6622, 27 Fed. Reg. 11,918 (1962).
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"party to a reorganization" is defined in section 368(b) to include all
of the corporations involved in a reorganization under section 368(a).
Exchange of Securities under Current Law
Section 354(a)(2)(A) limits the nonrecognition treatment for se-
curity holders to cases in which the principal amount of the securi-
ties received is equal to the principal amount surrendered. In the
event cash or other property (boot) is received or the principal
amount of the securities received exceeds the principal amount of the
securities surrendered, then under section 356 the exchanging share-
holder or security holder recognizes the gain realized to the extent of
the boot and the fair market value of the excess principal amount of
the securities received.65
Property Attributable to Accrued Interest Under Current Law
Under section 354(a)(2)(B), if pursuant to a reorganization, a se-
curity holder receives stock, securities, or other property in respect of
interest which has accrued on such securities during the period such
security holder held the securities, then the amounts so received are
treated as interest income. This principle applies whether or not the
security holder realizes gain on the transaction.
Treatment of Boot under Current Law
Under section 356(a)(1), a target's shareholder recognizes capital
gain to the extent of the "boot" received (i.e., money and fair mar-
ket value of other property received). Boot that is in the form of
installment obligations can qualify for installment sale treatment
under section 453.66
Under section 356(a)(2), any gain recognized may be treated as a
dividend, to the extent of the shareholder's pro rata share of the ac-
cumulated earnings and profits, if the exchange "has the effect of the
distribution of a dividend." No loss is recognized.67 As indicated in
the discussion below of the treatment of boot under proposed law,
the method for determining whether a transaction has the effect of a
distribution of a dividend is uncertain under current law.
65. I.R.C. § 356(a)(1), (d)(1), (d)(2)(A), (d)(2)(B) (1982).
66. I.R.C. § 453(0(6) (1982).
67. I.R.C. § 356(c) (1982).
Substituted Basis for Target's Shareholders Under Current
Law
Under section 358, the exchanging shareholder or security holder
who receives nonrecognition treatment under section 354 or partial
nonrecognition treatment under section 356 takes the stock or securi-
ties received at a substituted basis, decreased by the amount of any
boot received and increased by any gain recognized. The basis of the
boot, other than money, is the fair market value thereof.68
Example of Treatment of Target's Shareholders Under
Current Law
Assume that individual (S) owns all the stock of target corpora-
tion (TC). The stock has a value of $1 million, and S's basis is
$100K (K=$1,000). TC merges into acquiring corporation (AC) in
a transaction that qualifies as an (A) reorganization under section
368(a) (1) (A). S surrenders his TC stock and receives AC stock with
a value of $1 million. Under section 354, S has nonrecognition treat-
ment, and under 358, S takes a substituted basis of $100K for the
AC stock.
Assume, on the other hand, that S receives $900K of AC stock
and $100K in cash (boot). The transaction still constitutes an (A)
reorganization; however, S has a recognized gain of $100K under
section 356(a)(1), and the gain might be treated as a dividend under
section 356(a)(2). S's basis under section 358(a) for his AC stock is
$100K (i.e., the basis of this TC stock ($100K), minus the cash re-
ceived ($100K), plus the gain recognized ($100K)). Since the value
of his AC stock is $900K, S has deferred $800K of his gain.
If, for example, S had received $800K in cash and $200K of AC
stock, the transaction would not qualify as a reorganization because
of an absence of a continuity of interest. As a consequence, the non-
recognition and boot gain rules of sections 354 and 356 would not
apply. 9 S would, therefore, have a taxable exchange.
Proposed Tax Treatment of Target's Shareholders and Security
Holders
General Nonrecognition Rule Under Proposed Law
Under the SFC Draft Bill a target's shareholders in a QSA or a
QAA would receive nonrecognition to the extent stock or securities
of a corporation which is a "party to the acquisition" are exchanged
68. I.R.C. § 358(a)(2) (1982).
69. Turnbow v. Commissioner, 368 U.S. 337 (1961) (holding that a reorganiza-
tion is a precondition to the availability of the boot gain rule of section 356).
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solely for stock or securities of the target.70 This is essentially the
same as the rule of current section 354(a), except there is no plan of
reorganization requirement, and in lieu of "a party to the reorgani-
zation" there is the concept of "a party to the acquisition." Since the
term "party to the acquisition" includes any corporation that is in
direct or indirect control of the acquiring corporation, the target's
shareholders can receive nonrecognition treatment on the receipt of
stock of any of such controlling corporations. Because of the struc-
ture of the definition of "reorganization" under current law, nonrec-
ognition treatment is available for the stock of only one corporation,
that is, the acquiring corporation or its direct parent. Section 354(a)
is retained for reorganization transactions under proposed section
368.
The proposed law makes it clear that for purposes of determining
whether the target shareholders have nonrecognition treatment, the
term QSA includes the acquisition of the stock of a target where
immediately after the acquisition the acquiring corporation has con-
trol of the target, whether or not the acquiring corporation had con-
trol immediately before the acquisition." This is a codification of the
provisions of the definition of the current (B) reorganization which
allows the creeping (B).72 The effect of this provision is to give the
target's shareholders the benefit of nonrecognition treatment in such
a transaction, even though the transaction does not qualify as a QSA
for purposes of the elective cost or carryover basis treatment at the
target's corporate level, which is discussed below. If the transaction
is not a QSA for purposes of the cost or carryover basis election,
then the target's assets will automatically retain their basis.
Exchange of Securities Under Proposed Law
The SFC Draft Bill contains the same limitation on the excess
principal amount of securities received in a QSA or QAA that are
contained under current sections 354(a)(2), 356(d) and 356(a) for
excess principal amount of securities received in a reorganization. 73
Thus, an excess principal amount of securities received is treated as
boot and triggers gain recognition. The current sections 354(a)(2),
356(d) and 356(a) are retained for reorganizations under proposed
section 368.
70. Proposed § 397(a).
71. Proposed § 397(b).
72. Treas. Reg. § 1.368-2(c), T.D. 7422, 41 Fed. Reg. 26,570 (1976).
73. Proposed §§ 397(c), 398(a), 398(d).
Property Attributable to Accrued Interest Under Proposed
Law
The SFC Draft Bill contains the same treatment for property at-
tributable to accrued interest that is contained in current section
354(a)(2)(B). 74
Treatment of Boot Under Proposed Law
General Principles
The SFC Draft Bill contains the same boot gain rule that is con-
tained in section 356(a)(1).7 5 However, the SFC Draft Bill elimi-
nates the gain limitation on the amount of boot that can be treated
as a dividend under current section 356(a)(2). The SFC Draft Bill
also codifies the Service's view of the method for determining both
the amount of a dividend and whether an exchange has the effect of
a distribution of a dividend under current section 356(a)(2).
Under the SFC Draft Bill, if an exchange has the effect of a divi-
dend, then the recipient of the boot is treated as having received a
dividend equal to the lesser of (1) the boot received, or (2) his rata-
ble share of the undistributed earnings and profits (E & P) of both
the target and the acquiring corporations.76 Under current law, the
Service has been contending that it is proper to look at the E & P of
both corporations under section 356(a)(2). The Tax Court's position
is that only the transferor's E & P is considered in determining the
amount of E & P for section 356(a)(2) purposes. 77 The Fifth Circuit
has held that in a (D) reorganization the E & P of both the distrib-
uting and the controlled corporations are counted for purposes of
section 356(a)(2). 7 There is a conforming amendment to current
section 356 which will apply to reorganizations under proposed sec-
tion 368. 79
The SFC Draft Bill also provides that for purposes of determining
whether a distribution has the effect of a distribution of a dividend,
the target's shareholders are treated as having transferred in the
QSA or QAA the target's stock in exchange solely for stock of the
acquiring corporation and thereafter the shareholders are treated as
having received the boot in a redemption of its stock by the acquir-
74. Proposed § 397(c)(2).
75. Proposed § 398(a)(1).
76. Proposed § 398(a)(2)(A).
77. See American Manufacturing Co. v. Commissioner, 55 T.C. 204 (1970); At-
las Tool Co. v. Commissioner, 70 T.C. 86 (1978) (both of which dealt with (D)
reorganizations).
78. Davant v. Commissioner, 366 F.2d 874 (5th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 386
U.S. 1022 (1967).
79. SFC Draft Bill § 201(a).
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ing corporation in a transaction that is governed by section 302.80
Thus, the proposals would codify the principle set out in Wright v.
United States.8' In Wright the Eighth Circuit held that in determin-
ing whether a boot distribution in an acquisitive reorganization has
the effect of the distribution of a dividend within the meaning of
section 356(a)(2), the distribution is considered as though it were
made by the acquiring corporation. Thus, the target's shareholders
are treated as if (1) the only consideration they receive is stock of
the acquiror, and (2) immediately thereafter the acquiror redeems a
portion of their stock with the boot. Where the acquiror is large rela-
tive to the target, the distribution is likely to qualify as a section
302(a) redemption. In Revenue Ruling 75-83,2 the Service an-
nounced that it would not follow Wright and that "it will continue to
view" boot distributions as having been made by the target
corporation.
In Shimberg v. United States"' the Fifth Circuit held that a pro
rata distribution of boot to the target's shareholders gave rise to divi-
dend treatment under section 356(a)(2). The taxpayer-shareholder
controlled 68% of the target but only 1% of the acquiror. The court
said:
and we decline to apply on a wholesale basis the "meaningful reduction"
test in cases arising under § 356(a)(2) .... A contrary holding would
render § 356(a)(2) virtually meaningless when a large corporation swallows
a small one in reorganization, for there will always be a marked decrease in
control by the small corporation's shareholders, unless the same sharehold-
ers control both corporations ..
If a pro rata distribution of profits from a continuing corporation is a divi-
dend, and a corporate reorganization is a "continuance of the properietary
interests in the continuing enterprise under modified corporate form," it fol-
lows that the pro rata distribution of "boot" to shareholders of one of the
participating corporations must certainly have the "effect of the distribution
of a dividend" within the meaning of § 356(a)(2) ....81
There is a conforming amendment to current section 356 with re-
spect to determining dividend equivalency which will apply to reor-
ganizations under proposed section 368.85
In the event a target's shareholder receives stock of more than one
party to an acquisition (i.e., more than one member of the acquiring
corporation's affiliated group) then the E & P of each such party is
80. Proposed § 398(a)(3).
81. 482 F.2d 600 (8th Cir. 1973).
82. 1975-1 C.B. 112.
83. 577 F.2d 283 (5th Cir. 1978).
84. Id. at 287-88.
85. SFC Draft Bill § 201(b).
taken into account in computing the amount of the dividend, and the
target's shareholder is treated as having exchanged stock for stock of
the party which is at the highest level in the chain. 86
Exception to Gain Recognition Where Parent Disposes of
Subsidiary
In the case of a QSA where a corporate shareholder transfers
stock of a target amounting to control (e.g., where a parent transfers
the stock of a subsidiary in a QSA), the parent does not recognize
any gain or loss on receipt of boot if the transaction is treated as a
Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition, as defined below, or in the case of a
Carryover Basis Acquisition, as defined below, if the parent and any
other distributee make a liquidating distribution within a twelve-
month period of all of its assets (other than assets retained to meet
claims) .87 The purpose of this provision is to prevent double tax on
the same gain. For example, if a selling parent corporation was taxed
on boot received in a QSA that is a Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition
there would be a double tax because, as noted below, the target sub-
sidiary is also subject to tax. The parent takes an FMV basis for any
stock of the acquiring corporation received in such an acquisition.88
Also, in the case of a QSA that is treated as a Carryover Basis
Acquisition (which means that the target does not recognize gain or
loss), if the selling parent is taxed on any boot received there is a
double tax because the subsidiary's built-in gain will at some point in
the future be taxed. As noted above, in order for the selling parent to
avoid taxation in this situation it must liquidate within twelve
months. 89
Substituted Basis for Target's Shareholders Under Proposed
Law
The SFC Draft Bill contains a substituted basis provision that is
essentially the same as current section 358.90 The current section
358 is retained for reorganizations under proposed section 368.
Example of Treatment of Target's Shareholders Under
Proposed Law
The treatment of the target's shareholder under proposed law is
essentially the same as the treatment under current law as illustrated
in the example above under Section III, with the following principal
86. Proposed § 398(a)(4).
87. Proposed § 398(c).
88. Proposed § 399(a)(3).
89. Proposed § 398(c)(2).
90. Proposed § 399(a)(1), (a)(2).
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exceptions. First, there is certainty in the determination whether the
transaction has the effect of a dividend. Second, the shareholder can
have nonrecognition treatment for stock received without respect to
the amount of stock received. Therefore, if the shareholder in the
above example received $800K in cash and $200K of AC stock, the
shareholder would have a taxable gain (and possibly a dividend) of
$800K and nonrecognition of $100K.9' The basis for his stock would
be $100K - the starting basis for his stock ($100K) less the boot
received ($800K), plus the gain recognized ($800K).9 2
Current Tax Treatment of the Acquiring Corporation
Treatment of Acquiring Corporation In A Straight Acquisitive
Reorganization Under Current Law
Section 1032 provides for nonrecognition treatment upon the issu-
ance of stock by a corporation. Also, no gain is recognized by a cor-
poration upon the issuance of its securities. 93 Under section 362(b),9 4
the acquiring corporation's basis for stock or assets received is a car-
ryover basis, increased by the amount of any gain recognized by the
transferor.
Treatment of Acquiring Corporation and Acquiring
Subsidiary In Triangular Reorganizations Under Current Law
When an Acquiring Parent contributes its stock to an Acquiring
Subsidiary for use by the subsidiary in a triangular acquisition of the
(B), (C), (a)(2)(D) or (a)(2)(E) type, the parent receives a substi-
tuted basis of zero for the subsidiary's stock,95 and the subsidiary
receives a carryover basis of zero for the parent's stock.96 Both cor-
porations are protected from recognition on the exchange by section
1032.17 When the subsidiary uses the parent's stock in the acquisi-
tion, the subsidiary takes a carryover basis for the target's stock or
assets received. 8 There is no provision in the Code, however, that
gives the parent a reciprocal carryover basis for the subsidiary's (or
surviving target's) stock. Thus, the parent's basis for such stock
91. Proposed §§ 397(a), 398(a).
92. Proposed § 399.
93. Treas. Reg. § 1.61-12(c)(1), T.D. 7741, 45 Fed. Reg. 81,745 (1980).
94. I.R.C. § 362(b) (1982).
95. I.R.C. § 358(a) (1982).
96. I.R.C. § 362(a) (1982).
97. Rev. Rul. 74-503, 1974-2 C.B. 117.
98. I.R.C. §§ 362(b) (parenthetical phrase); 358(e) (parenthetical phrase).
would be zero. Furthermore, there is no Code section that gives the
subsidiary nonrecognition on the issuance of its parent's stock.
On January 2, 1981 the Treasury issued proposed regulations
under section 358 and section 1032, which deal with this zero basis
problem.9 Basically, Proposed Regulation section 1.1032-2 provides
that the Acquiring Subsidiary does not recognize gain upon the issu-
ance of its parent's stock in a triangular reorganization. Proposed
Regulation section 1.358-6 provides generally that in the case of tri-
angular (C)s and (a)(2)(D)s, the Acquiring Parent's basis for the
Acquiring Subsidiary's stock is the same basis as the stock would
have had if the the Acquiring Parent had acquired the target's assets
and liabilities directly and then dropped those assets and liabilities
into the Acquiring Subsidiary in an over and down acquisition under
section 368(a)(2)(C). 100 This is referred to in the regulations as the
"net basis" of the target's assets, that is, the sum of the target's cash
plus the adjusted basis for its assets less its liabilities. 10 1 In a trian-
gular (B), the Acquiring Parent's basis in the stock of the Acquiring
Subsidiary is increased by the former shareholders' bases of the tar-
get shares acquired by the Acquiring Subsidiary. 102 In a reverse sub-
sidiary merger under section 368(a)(2)(E), the Acquiring Parent's
basis for the target's stock is generally the same as the net basis of
the target's assets.'0 3
Proposed Tax Treatment of Acquiring Corporation
Treatment of Acquiring Corporation in a Straight QSA or
QAA Proposed Law
Nonrecognition Treatment
The acquiring corporation has nonrecognition under the current
section 1032 upon the issuance of its stock in a QSA or a QAA. It
also has nonrecognition under current Treasury Regulation section
1.61-12(c) upon the issuance of its securities.
Acquiring Corporation's Basis in a QAA
In a QAA the acquiring corporation's basis for the target's assets
is dependent upon whether the acquisition is a Carryover Basis Ac-
quisition or a Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition. In the case of a QAA
where no Stepped-Up Basis Election (SUB-Election) is made, the
99. 46 Fed. Reg. 112 (1981) (to be codified at 26 C.F.R.) (proposed January 2,
1981), reprinted in 4 Fed. Taxes (P-H) 18,214; 7 Fed. Taxes (P-H) 31,684.
100. Proposed Reg. § 1.358-6(a).
101. Proposed Reg. § 1.358-6(a)(4).
102. Proposed Reg. § 1.358-6(b).
103. Proposed Reg. § 1.358-6(c).
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transaction is treated as a Carryover Basis Acquisition.'0 4 The SUB-
Election is discussed below.
In a QAA that is a Carryover Basis Acquisition, the acquiring
corporation or any affiliate of the acquiring corporation takes a car-
ryover basis for the target's assets.'0 5 In a QAA for which the SUB-
Election is made and, consequently, the transaction is treated as a
Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition, the acquiring corporation takes a cost
basis for the target's assets. This result comes under the present sec-
tion 1012. As will be seen below, in a Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition
the target has gain recognition.
Acquiring Corporation's Basis in a QSA
In any QSA, whether a Carryover Basis Acquisition or a Stepped-
Up Basis Acquisition, the acquiring corporation's basis for the tar-
get's stock is equal to the net adjusted basis of the target's assets.'0 6
This section provides that at any particular time the basis of a par-
ent for the stock of a controlled subsidiary is equal to the parent's
"applicable percentage of the net adjusted basis of the assets of the
controlled corporation at such time."' 17 This provision applies gener-
ally and not just in QSAs. The net adjusted basis is the subsidiary's
adjusted basis for its assets properly adjusted under regulations for
the subsidiary's liabilities and other "relevant terms."'' 08 The term
applicable percentage is defined as the percentage of the subsidiary's
stock by value that is held by a parent. 9 Control for purposes of
this provision means at least 80% of the total combined voting power
of all classes of the subsidiary's stock that is entitled to vote and at
least 80% of the total number of shares of all other classes except
nonvoting stock which is limited and preferred as to dividends." 0
The SUB-Election for QSAs and QAAs
The SUB-Election is made by the acquiring corporation in a
QSA."' Both the acquiring corporation and the target, except as
noted below, must make the SUB-Election in a QAA." 2 As noted
104. Proposed § 392(a).
105. Proposed § 396(a).
106. Proposed § 1020(a).
107. Id.
108. Proposed § 1020(b)(1).
109. Proposed § 1020(b)(2).
110. Proposed § 1020(c).
111. Proposed § 392(b)(1).
112. Proposed § 392(b)(1).
below in the discussion of the consistency requirement, the SUB-
Election is made separately for the target and for each of its con-
trolled subsidiaries. Thus, there is entity electivity with respect to the
SUB-Election.
If a QAA is effectuated as a merger or consolidation, the target is
not required to elect unless the target is a member of a selling con-
solidated group.111 The SUB-Election cannot be made with respect
to a QAA if before the acquisition the acquiring corporation is a
member of the same controlled group of corporations as the tar-
get.1 4 However, if the acquiring corporation acquires from unrelated
parties at least 50% in value of the target's stock during a twelve-
month period ending on the acquisition date, the SUB-Election can
be made with respect to a QAA.11 5 Thus, for example, if the acquir-
ing corporation purchases 60% of the target's stock in a tender offer
that occurs within a twelve-month period, the SUB-Election could be
made for a subsequent merger (i.e., the QAA) of the target into the
acquiring corporation. However, if the target's stock has been held
for more than a year at the time of the merger (i.e., the QAA), the
SUB-Election could not be made and the acquiring corporation
would take a carryover basis for the target's assets. The time for
making the SUB-Election is the later of the fifteenth day of the
ninth month after the acquisition or the time specified in
regulations. 16
Consistency Requirement for SUB-Election
There is a consistency requirement for both QSAs and QAAs.
Under this rule, if the acquiring corporation acquires during the
"consistency period" (as defined below) an asset that was held by
the target corporation at any time during the twelve-month period
ending on the acquisition date, then the asset is treated in the same
manner as if it had been held by the target at the time of the
acquisition.117
In the case of a QSA, the consistency period is (1) the one-year
period before the beginning of the twelve-month acquisition period,
(2) the acquisition period, and (3) the one-year period after the ac-
quisition date.1 8 In the case 9f a QAA, the consistency period is the
period consisting of the one-year period before and after the acquisi-
113. Proposed § 392(b)(2)(B).
114. Proposed § 392(b)(3)(A). Under Proposed section 392(b)(3)(C), control here
means ownership of at least 50% of the stock.
115. Proposed § 392(b)(3)(B).
116. Proposed § 392(d).
117. Proposed § 392(c).
118. Proposed § 393(a)(5)(A).
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tion date."19 The acquisition date is the first day on which there is a
QSA or a QAA. l2 0
The operation of this consistency provision can be illustrated as
follows. Assume that on February 1, 1985, the acquiring corporation
purchases an asset from the target, and on April 1, 1985, the acquir-
ing corporation acquires the target in a QSA or a QAA for which
the SUB-Election is not made. The QSA or QAA is, therefore, a
Carryover Basis Acquisition. Since (1) the acquiring corporation ac-
quired the asset during the consistency period, and (2) the asset was
purchased, but the QSA or QAA is a Carryover Basis Acquisition,
the asset is treated as part of the QSA or QAA. Therefore, the ac-
quiring corporation takes a carryover basis for the asset 2' and the
target has no gain or loss on the sale of the assets, provided in the
case of a QAA that the target liquidates within twelve-months. 22
On the other hand, if the SUB-Election were made with respect to
123 ththis acquisition, the target would have gain recognition, and the
acquiring corporation would have a cost basis for the asset.
The above rule does not apply if the asset acquired from the target
is stock of a subsidiary of the target that is acquired in a QSA. 124
Thus, if in the above example the asset that was acquired was stock
of a subsidiary of the target in a QSA of such subsidiary, and if the
SUB-Election has been made with respect to such subsidiary, the
fact that the subsequent QAA with respect to the target was done as
a Carryover Basis Acquisition would have no effect on the prior
Stepped-Up Basis Acquisition of the subsidiary. Thus, this rule
reverses the anti-selective step-up in basis rules of present section
338.
The SFC Report explains that the cost or carryover basis election
is to be made on a corporation-by-corporation basis. This result is
apparently reflected in the SFC Draft Bill in the following manner.
First, as noted above, the consistency requirement does not apply to
an acquisition of stock of a subsidiary of a target. 25 Second, an ac-
quiring corporation is treated as owning stock of a corporation under
section 318 and is treated as "acquiring such stock on the first date
on which [the acquiring corporation] is considered as owning such
119. Proposed § 393(a)(5)(B).
120. Proposed § 393(a)(2).
121. Proposed § 396(a).
122. Proposed § 394(a), (b).
123. Proposed § 395(a), (b).
124. Proposed § 392(c)(2)(A).
125. Proposed § 392(c)(2)(A).
stock."' 6 Consequently if an acquiring corporation has a QAA or a
QSA with respect to a target, there is automatically a QSA for any
80% direct or indirect controlled subsidiary of the target. 2 7 There-
fore, a SUB-Election could be made separately with respect to the
target and to each of its controlled subsidiaries.
However, in the case of an acquisition of a target in a QSA or a
QAA where (1) the acquiring corporation also has made a QSA of a
target affiliate (as defined below) during the consistency period, and
(2) the target affiliate holds an asset that was held by the target
during the twelve-month period ending on the acquisition date, such
asset is treated in the same manner as if it had been held by the
target at the time of the acquisition of the target. 28 The term "tar-
get affiliate" is defined as any corporation that was at any time dur-
ing the consistency period in the same affiliated group with the
target.129
Thus, for example, assume that on February 1, 1985 a target
drops an asset into a subsidiary, and the acquiror corporation imme-
diately acquires all of the stock of the subsidiary in a QSA. The
acquiring corporation makes a SUB-Election with respect to the sub-
sidiary. On April 1, 1985, the acquiring corporation acquires the tar-
get in a QSA or QAA and does not make the SUB-Election. In such
case the asset that was contributed to the subsidiary would be
treated as if it had been acquired in the Carryover Basis Acquisition
of the target. This rule prevents abuse of the entity election provision
by preacquisition transfers of assets within the target group.
Treatment Of the Acquiring Corporation And Its Subsidiaries
in Multi-Corporation QSAs and QAAs
The proposals would amend the current section 1032(a) to provide
that an issuing corporation does not have gain or loss upon the issu-
ance of stock of a corporation that is in direct or indirect control of
such issuing corporation. 30 Thus, section 1032 is expanded signifi-
cantly. Since a parent's basis for its subsidiary's stock is at all times
equal to the net adjusted basis of the subsidiary's assets,' 3' there is
an automatic adjustment to the parent's basis for the subsidiary's
stock in an acquisition by the subsidiary of the target's stock or
assets.
126. Proposed § 393(a)(6).
127. Proposed § 391(c).
128. Proposed § 392(c)(2)(B).
129. Proposed § 393(a)(3).
130. Proposed § 1032(a)(20).
131. Proposed § 1020.
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Current Tax Treatment of the Target
If a target exchanges its property solely for stock of an acquiring
corporation, then under section 361(a),' 3 2 the target does not recog-
nize any gain or loss. Under section 361(b), if the target receives
both stock and boot, the target recognizes the gain realized to the
extent of the boot, unless the boot is distributed to its shareholders.
Pursuant to section 357(a), liabilities transferred from a target to an
acquiring corporation do not constitute boot in the absence of tax
avoidance motives.'3 3 Under section 358, the basis to the target cor-
poration of the stock or securities it receives from the acquiring cor-
poration is a substituted basis, decreased by the boot received and
increased by the gain recognized. If the target is acquired in a (B)
reorganization then there will be no change in the basis of the tar-
get's assets.
Proposed Tax Treatment of the Target
In General
The tax treatment of the target in a proposed section 368 reorgan-
ization is the same as the tax treatment outlined above. The tax
treatment of the target in a QSA or QAA will depend upon whether
the transaction is a Carryover Basis Acquisition or a Stepped-Up
Basis Acquisition.
QAAs that are Carryover Basis Acquisitions
A Carryover Basis Acquisition is defined to include a QAA with
respect to which a SUB-Election is not made. 34 Proposed section
394(a) provides that except as provided in proposed section 394(b),
in the case of a Carryover Basis Acquisition the target corporation
generally does not recognize gain or loss.
Under proposed section 394(b)(1) the target recognizes gain or
loss in a QAA that is a Carryover Basis Acquisition if it does not
liquidate "within the twelve-month period beginning on the acquisi-
tion date." In the event the target does not liquidate within the re-
quired twelve-month period, the amount of gain the target recog-
nizes is equal to the lesser of the target's "net gain" or the sum of
the boot received; that is the "money and the fair market value of
132. I.R.C. § 361(a) (1982).
133. I.R.C. § 357(b) (1982).
134. Proposed § 392(a).
other property (other than stock of a party to the acquisition) re-
ceived by the target corporation.' 135 The "net gain" is defined as the
amount of gain the target would have recognized in a straight sale
over the amount of loss it would have recognized. 136 Thus, if the
target receives no boot in the transaction, it does not have to liqui-
date to receive nonrecognition treatment.
Any gain is treated as long-term capital gain.3 The net gain con-
cept and long-term capital gain treatment amends the fragmentation
rule of Williams v. McGowan.138
If the target corporation is a controlled subsidiary, then all of the
controlling corporations in the chain of corporations must also liqui-
date within such twelve-month period in order for the target to have
nonrecognition treatment with respect to any boot received. 139 This
provision is similar to the current section 337(c)(3).
QAAs That Are Stepped-Up Basis Acquisitions
If a SUB-Election is made, with respect to a QAA, then the target
corporation recognizes gain or loss in the transaction. 40 The charac-
ter and amount of the gain here is determined under the fragmenta-
tion rule of Williams v. McGowan. The SUB-Election in the context
of QAA is discussed further below in Section V, which deals with a
sale of the target's assets followed by liquidation.
QSAs That Are Carryover Basis Acquisitions
A target recognizes no gain or loss in a QSA that is a Carryover
Basis Acquisition.' 4'
QSAs That Are Stepped-Up Basis Acquisitions
The treatment of the target and subsidiaries of the target in a
QSA for which a SUB-Election is made is discussed below in Sec-
tion VI. As noted there, the target or subsidiary recognizes gain or
loss.
135. Proposed § 394(b)(2).
136. Proposed § 394(b)(4).
137. Proposed § 394(b)(3).
138. 152 F.2d 570 (1945).
139. Proposed § 394(b)(1)(B).
140. Proposed § 395(b).
141. Proposed § 394(a).
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SECTION IV: CURRENT AND PROPOSED PROVISIONS CONCERNING
REGULAR LIQUIDATIONS
The Current Provisions Concerning Regular Liquidations
Current Tax Treatment to Shareholders on Regular
Liquidations
Upon a complete liquidation of a corporation, the shareholder gen-
erally recognizes capital gain or loss. 42 The shareholder takes a fair
market value basis for the property received. 143 There is no statutory
definition of "complete liquidation"; however, section 346 provides
that "a distribution shall be treated as in complete liquidation of a
corporation if the distribution is one of a series of distributions in
redemption of all of the stock of the corporation pursuant to a
plan.' 44 If the corporation is a "collapsible corporation" (a device
for converting ordinary income into capital gain), any long-term cap-
ital gain recognized upon a sale of stock or liquidation is treated as
ordinary income. 145
Not all liquidations are taxable to the shareholders. A liquidation
completed within "one calendar month" may be nontaxable under
section 333, and the shareholder takes a modified substituted basis
for the property received. 46 Moreover, a liquidation of an 80% con-
trolled subsidiary into a parent corporation is nontaxable under sec-
tion 332, and the parent takes a substituted basis for the subsidiary's
assets.
47
Current Tax Treatment to Liquidating Corporation
Pursuant to section 336, a corporation generally does not recog-
nize income upon liquidation. This codifies the General Utilities148
doctrine in the liquidation context. Gain is recognized, however, with
respect to recapture of depreciation, LIFO reserves, and tax benefit
items. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 revises section 311 to generally
reverse the General Utilities principle in the context of current dis-
tributions by providing that gain is generally recognized by the dis-
tributing corporation on any ordinary, non-liquidating distribution or
142. I.R.C. §§ 331, 1001 (1982).
143. I.R.C. § 334(a) (1982).
144. I.R.C. § 346 (1982).
145. I.R.C. § 341 (1982).
146. I.R.C. § 334(c) (1982).
147. I.R.C. § 334(b)(1) (1982).
148. General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200 (1935).
redemption. 149
The Proposed Provisions Concerning Regular Liquidations
Proposed Tax Treatment to Shareholders on Regular
Liquidations
Shareholders would continue to have capital gain or loss under
section 331 upon the liquidation of a corporation. The collapsible
corporation provisions would be repealed, except with respect to for-
eign collapsible corporations.150 Section 333 would also be re-
pealed. 15 A parent corporation would continue to qualify for nonrec-
ognition treatment under section 332 upon the liquidation of an 80%
controlled subsidiary.
Proposed Tax Treatment to Liquidating Corporations
Section 336 is repealed. 52 Section 311 is amended to govern both
current and liquidating distributions. 5 3 The distributing corporation
recognizes gain on any current or liquidating distribution with re-
spect to its stock. 54 Loss is recognized in the case of a distribution
that is "pursuant to a plan of complete liquidation."' 155 Gain or loss
is determined in the same manner "as if the property distributed had
been sold to the distributee at its fair market value."' 56 It should be
noted that both the SFC Report and the ALI Report would exempt
goodwill from tax on liquidating sales and distributions, but the SFC
Draft Bill does not have any such exception. The repeal of section
336 gives rise to a double tax on liquidation. A distributee corpora-
tion does not recognize gain if the distribution is a section 355 tax-
free spin-off transaction. 57 In the context of liquidating distributions
the distributee corporation does not have recognition when the distri-
bution is to a controlling parent corporation that takes a carryover
basis under section 334(b). 5 8
149. I.R.C. § 311(d) as amended by Tax Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-
369, § 354, 98 Stat. 494, 568-69 (1984).
150. SFC Draft Bill § 111(d).
151. SFC Draft Bill § 111(c)(1).
152. SFC Draft Bill § 111(c)(2).
153. See SFC Draft Bill § 111(a)(1).
154. Proposed § 311(a)(1).
155. Proposed § 311(a)(2).
156. Proposed § 311(a)(3).
157. Proposed § 311(d).
158. Proposed § 311(c).
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SECTION V: CURRENT AND PROPOSED TAX TREATMENT UPON
SALE OF CORPORATION'S ASSETS FOLLOWED By LIQUIDATION
Current Tax Treatment of the Target and Its Shareholders Upon
Sale of Its Assets and Liquidations
Under section 337, a corporation (other than a collapsible corpo-
ration) that adopts a plan of liquidation and liquidates within twelve
months may receive nonrecognition treatment on a sale of its assets
occurring after the adoption of the plan, except with respect to cer-
tain recapture items. This provision is designed to relieve the pres-
sure of determining whether a distribution to shareholders followed
by a sale of assets is in fact a sale by the corporation under Commis-
sioner v. Court Holding Co.,15' 9 or alternatively, a sale by the share-
holders under United States v. Cumberland Public Service, Co.'60
The shareholders of the corporation have capital gain under sec-
tion 331 unless the corporation is collapsible.
Proposed Tax Treatment To The Target Corporation and Its
Shareholders Upon Sale Of its Assets Followed By Liquidation.
In a sale of assets by a target corporation that qualifies as a QAA,
the target's shareholders will have the treatment discussed above for
QAAs; that is, they have nonrecognition treatment to the extent they
exchange stock or securities in the target for stock or securities in
the acquiring corporation, and they have gain and possibly a divi-
dend with respect to any boot received.' 6'
Section 337 is repealed.6 2 Consequently, in general, a target cor-
poration has gain or loss on the sale of its assets even though such
sales are made as part of a liquidation. However, if the target corpo-
ration disposes of its assets in a QAA and if a SUB-Election is not
made, then the transaction is treated as a Carryover Basis Acquisi-
tion sale provided the target is liquidated within a twelve-month pe-
riod. 163 As noted above, in the context of a sale by a target corpora-
tion of its assets, a QAA is defined as a transaction in which an
acquiring corporation acquires "at least (A) 90% of the gross
[FMV] and (B) 70% of the net [FMV] of the assets of the [target
corporation] held immediately before such transaction." Also, as
159. 324 U.S. 331 (1945).
160. 338 U.S. 451 (1950).
161. Proposed §§ 397, 398.
162. SFC Draft Bill § 111(c)(3).
163. Proposed § 394(a), (b).
noted above, a transaction can qualify as a QAA without respect to
the nature or mix of consideration paid by the acquiring corporation.
If a SUB-Election is made, with respect to a QAA, then the target
corporation recognizes gain or loss in the transaction.6 Unlike the
SFC Report and the ALI Report, there is no exception for good will.
As indicated in Section III above, a SUB-Election in a QAA is
made by both the acquiring corporation 16 5 and the target corpora-
tion.166 The SUB-Election may not be made if the acquiring corpora-
tion and the target are members of the same controlled group of
corporations before the QAA.1 67 Control here means ownership of
50% of the stock.168 However, this exception for commonly con-
trolled corporations does not apply if the acquiring corporation ac-
quired from an unrelated party at least 50% of the FMV of the tar-
get's stock during the twelve-month period ending on the acquisition
date.1 6 9
Except where an election is made pursuant to regulations, a target
corporation that makes a SUB-Election will "not be treated as a
member of an affiliated group with respect to the gain or loss on the
acquisition. ' '17 The effect of this provision is to prevent the target
corporation from using losses from other members to offset the taxa-
ble gain from the transaction, except where a proper election is
made. This provision is similar to the rule of present section
338(H)(9).
It should be noted that if, for example, the acquiring corporation
pays cash for the target's assets in a QAA for which the SUB-Elec-
tion is made, there will be a full tax on the transaction at both the
corporate and shareholder levels.
SECTION VI: CURRENT AND PROPOSED TAX TREATMENT UPON
PURCHASE OF TARGET'S STOCK
Current Tax Treatment to the Target Corporation and Its
Shareholders Upon Purchase of Its Stock Followed by Section
338 Election
The target's stockholders have capital gain or loss on the sale of
their stock, unless the target is a collapsible corporation. Upon the
purchase of a target corporation's stock there is no change in the
basis of its assets unless a section 338 election is made. Thus, a
purchase of stock without more could be viewed as a carryover basis
164. Proposed § 395(b).
165. Proposed § 392(b)(1).
166. Proposed § 392(b)(2).
167. Proposed § 392(b)(3).
168. Proposed § 392(b)(3)(C).
169. Proposed § 392(b)(3)(B).
170. Proposed § 395(c).
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transaction. Under section 338, which replaces section 334(b)(2), if
an acquiring corporation purchases at least 80% of the stock of a
target corporation within a twelve-month period and the acquiror
thereafter makes an election under section 338, the target is treated
as selling its assets to itself in a transaction qualifying under section
337, in which case the target is treated as a new corporation with a
stepped-up basis for its assets. Under the consistency requirement,
the section 338 step-up rule applies to all controlled subsidiaries of
the target. 17 1
Proposed Tax Treatment of the Target Corporation and Its
Shareholders Upon Purchase of Its Stock
Provided the transaction qualifies as a QSA, the target's share-
holders are treated as outlined in Section III above. That is, they
have nonrecognition treatment to the extent they receive stock or se-
curities of the acquiring corporation in exchange for stock or securi-
ties of the target.
Section 338 is repealed. 72 Upon the purchase of a target corpora-
tion's stock there is no change in the basis of its assets, unless there
is a QSA and a SUB-Election is made. In the absence of a SUB-
Election the transaction is treated as a Carryover Basis Acquisi-
tion. 73 The SUB-Election in a QSA is made by the acquiring corpo-
ration. 74 The election must be made before the later of the fifteenth
day of the ninth month following the month in which the acquisition
occurs or the date prescribed in the regulations. 175 This is similar to
section 338(g).
As noted above in Section III, there is no consistency requirement
like the anti-selectivity provision contained in the present section
338; an acquiring corporation may, therefore, make entity-by-entity
SUB-Elections for the target and the target affiliates. If the SUB-
Election is made with respect to the target or any of its controlled
subsidiaries, such corporation is treated (1) as having sold all of its
assets at the close of the acquisition date in a transaction in which
gain or loss is recognized, and (2) as being a new corporation that
purchased all of such assets as of the beginning of the day after the
171. I.R.C. § 338(e), (f) (1982).
172. SFC Draft Bill § 111(c)(4).
173. Proposed § 392(a).
174. Proposed § 392(b)(1).
175. Proposed § 392(d).
acquisition date.176 This is similar to the concept in section 338(a).
The assets are deemed to be sold and purchased for their FMV on
the acquisition date.17 In the case of a SUB-Election, a target is not
treated as a member of a consolidated selling group, unless an appro-
priate election pursuant to the regulations is made. 178 The SFC
Draft Bill also contains a provision that would allow a non-corporate
purchaser of stock of a target to make a SUB-Election.17 9
176. Proposed § 395(a).
177. Proposed § 395(a)(2).
178. Proposed § 395(c)(1), (c)(2).
179. Proposed § 395(c)(3).
